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Maxfield: Children Answer Echo Questions How?

CHILDREN ANSWER ECHO QUESTIONS HOW?
THOMAS L. MAXFIELD
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
In English, at least, echo questions serve the
function of signaling that communication has broken
down. Usually, the comprehended portion of the
utterance is repeated exactly, and the non-comprehended
portion is replaced with a WH-word which receives
contrastive stress (which will be marked here by
writing the word in all capitals). Consider the
conversation in (1).
(1)

I want to eat #%$@%.
You want to eat WHAT?

Sometimes the lack of communication simply stems from
the fact that the new information comes as a surprise
and sometimes it is that part of the utterance is not
understood. Actually, these two situations are not
easily separated; if the new information is surprising
enough, one will be less able to understand it.
Since children's utterances are quite often
surprising from the adult's point of view, and given
that they might not enunciate clearly, it is reasonable
to assume that children would hear many echo questions
in their linguistic environment. There are various
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questions that one might ask about children and echo
questions. For example, are children aware of the
difference between echo and non-echo wh-questions
(i.e., are echo questions part of the evidence that
tells the child that English is different from
Chinese?), how do children answer echo questions, and
do children use echo questions. Considering the
function of echo questions, and reflecting back over
interactions with children, it seems obvious that
children are exposed to echo questions, but it is not
at all clear just how they deal with them.
In order to
address various questions about echo questions, I
searched the CHILDES database (MacWhinney & Snow,
1985), using the files for Adam, Eve, Sarah, Ross and
Abe. Before discussing the results of those searches,
it is necessary to first examine echo questions in the
adult grammar.
As is well known, there are various ways in
English to form questions, using syntactic cues (2a)
and (2b), intonational cues (2C) with rising
intonation, or both (2d).
(2) a.
b.
c.
d.

Is that a truck?
What did you see?
You saw a truck?
You saw a WHAT?

These different question types serve different
functions for English speakers.
(2a) and (2c) are
simply requests for a "yes" or "no" answer, while (2b)
requires an answer that contains more information or
'content'. The type of question in (2d) is typically
called an 'echo question'.
There is not, to the best of my knowledge, an
analysis of echo questions worked out in any
theoretical framework. A simplistic, and fairly
neutral, view is that echo questions are just WH
questions with WH-movement optionally not occurring (in
the syntax). Unfortunately, this view is just plain
wrong. Consider the questions in (3), where possible
answers are given on the right.
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(3) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.
i.
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You saw a big WHAT? (N)
(house)
You saw a WHAT? (N-bar)
(red car)
You saw WHAT? (NP)
(a psycholinguist)
You are WHAT? (AP)
(hungry)
You want to be WHAT? (PP)
(in the Marines)
You're WHAT-ing? (V)
(eating)
You WHAT? (VP)
(joined the Young Republicans)
You wonder why WHAT? (S)
(John left Mary)
You wonder WHAT? (S-bar)
(why it's not raining)

There are two things about this data which make it
clear that echo questions are distinct from WH
questions in the adult grammar. First, it appears that
constituents of all bar levels can be questioned with
echoes. In fact, (3f) shows that constituents below
the word level can be questioned (see Quirk, et ai,
1985). Some answers are more natural than others
(i.e., compare (3a) and (3b», but they all seem to be
acceptable.
The second thing to note is that the word "what"
can fill many different syntactic positions, but only
in echo questions.
(3c) is the only sentence that
would result in a grammatical sentence if MOVE-WH
applied to it (ignoring subject-AUX inversion and
such) .1 It seems to me that "What are you?" is not
answerable by "Hungry", although this is not completely
clear.
(3e) is not related to "What do you want to
be", where the answer must be an NP ("a linguist") and
not a PP ("in the forest"). Note also that one can
echo a WH-question, as in "Which WHAT do you want?"
(where the answer cannot be "That one."). Again, the
echo question must repeat the comprehended part of the
utterance and replace the questioned element with an
appropriate WH-word. If children were not aware of the
difference between echoes and non-echoes at a very
early age, one would expect to hear such things as "A
big what did you see?" from children since the WH
feature can and must percolate in trees in order to
account for pied-piping. But the WH-head of an NP
cannot license movement2 and children simply do not
utter such sentences.

1. Of course, the island constraints (whatever their correct
form is) should block the non-pied-piped cases in (3a), (3b), and
(3c) .
2. Note that it seems somewhat strange that a WH-head cannot
license WH-movement even though a WH-determiner can, cf. "Which
book did you see?".
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In order to determine how the children mentioned
above answered echo questions, I searched the database
for all of the caretakers' utterances that ended with a
wh-word. This skipped over certain echo questions,
like "don't what Adam", but a semi-random sampling of
the data suggested that there were few such echoes, and
that they patterned with the others, so I felt that I
could ignore them.
I also discarded all examples where
the caretaker asked an echo question and then continued
to talk (either answering or not).
It seemed unfair to
say that the child had answered inappropriately when
the adult had talked on after asking the question.
I
also eliminated from consideration all instances where
the WH-word immediately followed a verb that is
subcategorized for a WH-complement (cf. "Know why",
"know how" and "Guess what") because it is impossible
to distinguish echo from non-echo instances of these
without reliable intonation information, which is not
available.
I then looked at the conversation before
and after the remaining echo questions, and scored the
child's answer as either appropriate, inappropriate or
couldn't tell.
An answer was scored as 'appropriate' if it fit
into the discourse context.
'Inappropriate' answers
were those that did not follow the flow of the
conversation. For example, Eve's mother said "you're
gonna what?" and Eve responded with "I want some more
grape juice." (from EVE16).
"Can't tell" was used when
uninterpretable (and therefore untranscribable)
portions of the discourse made it impossible to judge
the appropriateness of an answer.
I did this for the
first few of each child's files as well as the last
few.
As can be seen in Table 1, the number of answers
that made sense, in general, increased over time, which
is not surprising, as one would expect older children
to communicate better.
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Name

Age

App.

ADAM

2,3

.31

Inap.
.64

.05

ADAM

4,10

.51

.37

.09

EVE

1,6

.31

.24

.45

EVE

2,3

.66

.24

.11

SARAH

2,3

.30

.50

.20

C.T.

SARAH

5,1

--

--

ROSS

2,6

.82

.09

.09

1.0

ROSS

5,4

.50

.25

.25

ABE

2,4

.83

.17

ABE

5,0

---

.88
.12
Table 1
Percentage of Answers
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What is perhaps most surprising at this point is the
wide degree of variation in how well the various
children answered echo questions: Ross and Abe started
with a high percentage of appropriate responses while
Adam, Eve and Sarah did not.
I then took the children's appropriate responses
and looked at them in terms of the syntactic category
questioned and the category of the answer. There are
four ways to answer an echo question: exactly replace
the question word, supply a smaller category, supply a
larger category, or repeat the utterance and replace
the questioned word.
For example, consider the echo in
(4) and the possible answers in (5).
(4)

You want to do WHAT?

(5) a.
b.
c.
d.

baseball
play baseball
to play baseball
I want to play baseball

For an adult, (5a) is an incomplete answer to (4), (5bd) are all acceptable:
(5b) is an exact replacement;
(5c) is a larger category than required; and (5d) is a
repetition of the question. The children's responses
are broken down along these lines in Table 2.
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Name

Age

Rep.

More

ADAM

2,3

.47

.37

ADAM

4,10

.31

.68

--

EVE

1,6

.56

.22

.22

EVE

2,3

.28

.44

.28

SARAH

2,3

.33

.33

.33

Sent.
.17

SARAH

5,1

.62

.31

.08

ROSS

2,6

.22

.33

.44

--

---

ROSS

5,4

ABE

2,4

ABE

5,0

1.0
.30

.70

.14
.57
Table 2

.29

Note, however, that there is no column for answers like
(5a), that is, those that are incomplete. Of the 341
answers that made sense, only one of them could be
counted as incomplete (from ADAM52):
ADA:
URS:
ADA:

. • . I bet you need a string.
I bet you need what?
string.

This is unclear because "string" can function as a mass
noun as well as a count noun. Again we see a lot of
variation across children. Sarah and Ross move towards
answers with exact replacements while Abe moves to more
sentential answers (i.e., repetitions) and Eve and Adam
move to answering with more information, but not full
sentential answers.
It is interesting to note that
some adults seem to feel that the "best" answer to an
echo question is in fact the strict replacement answer,
but in terms of what adults actually do, it seems that
responding with more information is much more common.
This is in accord with results presented in Maxfield
and McDaniel (this volume), where adults were much more
likely to answer non-echo wh-questions in full
sentences than were children.
Looking across all five children, when asked,
they give replacement answers to (almost) all types of
echo questions. That is, they answer appropriately the
possibilities listed in (3), except for V, S, and S-bar
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({3f), (3h) and (3i), respectively), which were not
questioned in the data I examined. (6) presents
representative echo questions appropriately answered by
the children.
(6) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

A big what? (N)
That's who? (NP)
Put it where? (PP)
Man what? (VP)
Some of your trucks are what? (AP)

(ROSS55)
(SARAH002)
(EVE1S)
(EVE01)
(ABE092)

It is not surprising that the other constituents were
not questioned in the data, assuming that replacing a
verb or an S in an echo is fairly rare, as it probably
is. Structures questioning an S-bar were all ignored
since it is impossible to distinguish the echo from the
non-echo versions of "You know what?" It would take a
more controlled environment (see Takahashi, this
volume, for example) to determine if children can
correctly interpret and answer these types of echo
questions, but there is no obvious reason to assume
that they cannot.
It is clear from the evidence here (see also
Takahashi, this volume) that very young children are
aware of many of the differences between echo and nonecho questions. The issue of interest which is not,
and cannot be, addressed in a study like this is, what
is the information that tells children that these two
types of questions are in fact distinct? That is, how
does a child determine that English does not just
optionally front WH-words? This is a question that
should, in my opinion, be addressed in future research.

CODA
Going over this data has reinforced for me the
awareness of how little we know about what children's
linguistic input is and just what they count as
evidence. Given the function of echo questions, I have
been looking at (what I hope are) some of the grossest
examples of miscommunication that go on with children.
Given the syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic
incongruities, Adam must have somehow known to ignore
all of the following conversation and not to allow it
to serve as input:
*ADA
*MOT
*ADA

eagle flying [#] Mommy.
yes [#] eagles that are alive do fly.
what about xxx birdie? what about birdie?
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*MOT
*ADA
*MOT
*ADA
*MOT:
*ADA:
*MOT:
*ADA:
*MOT:
*ADA:
*MOT:
*ADA:
*MOT:
*ADA:
*MOT:
*ADA:
%act:

*MOT:
*ADA:
*MOT:
*ADA:
*MOT:
*ADA:
*MOT:
*ADA:
%add:

*MOT:
*ADA:

MAXFIELD
what about birdie-s7 birdie-s fly.
what about Rin+tin+tin fly?
Rin+tin+tin is a dog [#] and dogs don't fly.
cowboy [#] don't fly. Rin+tin+tin don't fly [#]
Mommy. [#]doesn't fly.
wait [#] you can't fly either.
birdie fly. Rin+tin+tin [#] somebody xxx.
somebody what?
who did?
who did what?
cowboy did.
cowboy did what?
cowboy did.
did what?
Mommy did.
Mommy did what?
cowboy hat. I'm climbing.
climbing on the table
you're what?
climbing.
climbing what?
cowboy did. dog miss it.
dog missed it. he changed from a cowboy to a
dog.
mike [#] ok? ok [#] mike.
where are you going?
under [?] tunnel.
climbing under wire from mike
that's no tunnel [#] that's a microphone.
tunnel. ok next to me? next a me? ok [#] next a
me.
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